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Abstract 
The thesis aims for solving the misplace of supply and demand between personnel training and target market of 
industrial design specialty. It adapted the methods of investigation, interviewing, induction, etc. Through early market 
investigation, the design talents of market demand were subdivided into different levels. It summarized the relevant 
market requirements of professional quality and specific skills of different levels of professional talents. It studied the 
multi-level program planning, development, the innovation, practical link reform, the innovation environment and 
platform for the establishment. The resource pool of talent supply and demand was established by career planning for 
students. A “generic” training issue was found in current training mode and a systemic personnel training strategy of 
multi-level industrial design talent was proposed. The research results will be applied and improved in the process of 
training talents in the future.  
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1. Introduction 
With the prosperity and development of China's market economy, people's living standards 
improvement, product demand for people has transformed from the pure function requirements to the 
quality, personalized experiences, and emotional need, and so on. According to the feedback information 
of people’s changing need, the market demand level will also change and the products will be further 
developed for diversification and serialization and personalization. So the enterprises need to do 
continuous exploration and innovation: from innovation concept to the corporate culture innovation, from 
the product's features innovation to the product's brand, quality, personalized, and so multi-level 
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innovation, only in this way can they strive for greater market. Multi-level innovative talent is one of the 
important means of business development. To cope with the changing demand of human resources 
requested by enterprises or markets, it is essential to both reform and innovate the pattern of educating and 
training people continuously. Besides, exploring methods and strategies to adapt to specific situation the 
changing market, along with a practical and systematic plan, needs to be taken into consideration. In 
addition, in order to supply society with innovative talents concerned with diverse fields, it seems better to 
link students’ traits with what is mentioned above to attain the effect of personalized development of 
people. at the same time through talent level segment and widening the employment of college-caliber 
talent will effectively address the growing problem of graduate employment, which is the main purpose of 
this study. 
2. Market diversification and segmentation promote the needs of multi-level talents 
In order to follow the trend of market diversification and segmentation, enterprises have increased 
investment in innovation and design, the single product structure service begin to cover the product 
planning, R & D, innovative features , post-promotion, supporting industries and other aspects. With the 
changing development situation, the various stages and models of enterprise development determine the 
different requirements for innovative designers. Through research and interview, we find that industrial 
designers are currently involved in the field has expanded from product design to the design and planning, 
usability engineering, UI design, product promotion, etc., which have a close connection with the 
development of innovative forms of multi-level needs. 
Currently, domestic enterprises position and stage of development is not the same, some enterprises 
focus on the production and processing, some enterprises focus on the new technologies and products; 
some companies in its infancy, while some companies have become well-known with many brand; 
companies in different stages of development have different needs for the innovative design, some focus 
on the integration of innovative technology and features; some on product planning and design; some on 
the brand with culture, paying more attention to product quality and culture, and some are concentrate on 
the appearance of the product design and decorative style. So, different types and stages of development 
produce the difference in product design and direction, such as mechanical products focused on the 
product's internal structure and hardware technology and the use of functions, consumer products not only 
need a mature technology platform but also a new, pleasant design . These different types of enterprise 
development and innovation decide their creative talents also to be multi-level; these changes in the need 
of talents bring unprecedented opportunities and challenges for professional designers. 
3. The existing problems of current training model of the "generality " 
Over the recent 30 years, the subject of Industrial Design, a cross-field subject that combines 
technology with design, has been rapidly developing into an organized system of knowledge and a 
schemed mode of educating. It is also a subject that is gradually forming the new and developing area of 
courses. Currently many universities have gradually formed a consensus on industrial design training: 
focus on innovation, creativity, practical abilities, and many other training. However, this "generality" 
innovative training model can’t match the changing market demand and development, Existing targeted 
professional training model has weak pertinence, the lack of awareness of long-term career planning for 
students, lack of sufficient concern for students’ expertise and interests and employment intention,, lack of 
targeted training for all levels of students, etc, all above can’t satisfy the enterprise multi-level talent 
requirement. With the expanding scale of designer training model all over the universities, the 
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employment pressure for graduate will continue to increase and the existing education and training model 
will present more problems. 
According to the survey, the annual movement of the graduate divided into the following directions: 
obtaining the major master, entering design company or professional-related industries, select other. From 
the information and rich professional education experience, only the former two groups of students are 
active in job market, the latter students seems to be passive for the situation , therefore, the employment 
situation of the students are not optimistic. In fact, with the market multi-level and segment, many 
industries and areas which are not design-oriented companies have been gradually opened its doors for 
professionals, such as planning design, UI design, usability engineering, product promotion and so on. 
Faced with the existing market demand for multi-level talent, how to grasp this opportunities? We should 
adjust the training strategy and development training program that focus on the multi-level talent. Guiding 
the students to do career planning properly based on their characteristics and creating more job 
opportunities by effective and specialized training system are the contents of this article. 
4. Market-oriented and multi-level training strategy research 
Facing with the enterprise’s talent problem triggered by the market segment and the severe 
employment situation, how can we effectively use the vast opportunities the market provided and 
solve the embarrassing dislocation of supply and demand relationship is the focus of this study. 
According to the demand of enterprise level and the market industrial design talents 
requirements analysis and research, this paper puts forward the reasonable and effective multi-level 
personnel training strategy, combining existing students with present situation and the education 
teaching platform. 
A. market multi-level demand analysis 
In order to establish reasonable and effective professional talent training strategy, market 
research is the first step, learning the company or the requirement and need for design professionals 
in the process of product development is needed, meanwhile, combined with students’ character and 
employment intention, guiding students with right career planning is the reasonable and effective 
way to train them to be the specific talents, which can really address the multi-level talent demand 
problem. Through the vast research and interview, we give the sort of the industrial designers that 
market need, the main following: 
1˅Develop design market - Design entrepreneurial talent (entrepreneur or independent 
designer) 
2) Focus on building the appearance of the product - style design talent (the appearance of 
designer products) 
3˅Brand innovation and planning - design talent planning (product planning designer) 
4) Product Development Services - design and technical talent (UI interface surface modeler or 
designer) 
5) R & D focuses on product features - innovative engineering talent (usability engineering 
innovation and capabilities) 
Figure 1 is the industry that a multi-level talent involved, business or design companies have 
different needs and requirements for all levels of talents.  
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Figure 1 The model of market multi-level demand  
B. multi-level industrial design talents training strategy research 
According to the above survey results, market demand for professionals in the design has been 
expanded from the previous design to product development and brand innovation and other fields, and we 
develop a part of professional designers and they also through their continuous efforts and 
self-improvement into these areas successfully, but because of the practical requirements of industry talent 
and versatility of design different from the actual capacity of our design talent so it is normal for them to 
make detours. Why we not follow the market trend of multi-level needs, and actively build market 
demand for professionals with the interaction? Also we can combine with the market demand for design 
talent and multi-level requirements and take the initiative to adjust and optimize the existing education 
and training models and programs, establishing reasonable and effective multi-level training model that 
adapt to meet the market demand. 
1) Multi-level training program planning and development 
Firstly, through a variety of effective ways to build close connection and interaction with market 
demand for professional designers and establish successfully a dynamic and timely supply and demand 
repository. Secondly, through the analysis of reliable supply of resources to summarize the specific 
industry requirements that contains designers’ quality, their working practices and specific skills. Then 
based on these market needs and industry requirements, we need to actively adjust the training strategy 
and work out a new training strategy that adapt to market multi-level demand. In order to specify the 
training purpose and to treat specialized talents distinctively according to their requirement on 
employment, there is still work to be done based on current innovative ideas, innovative capability, the 
ability to practice, as well as the skills orientated creative development of people. Doing career planning 
guidance for students that base on their own characteristics and interests not only can help students to 
establish clear learning objectives and direction, improving the phenomenon in terms of aimless direction 
of study, but also with our students’ direction in career planning we can work out training plan and 
program effectively. 
The new training program for multi-level talent into phases, we will continue to focus on professional 
knowledge, professional basic quality. Before professional training of basic skills in professional quality 
and practical hands-on capacity-building phase, we would divide different levels and types of personnel 
training that based on student career planning direction, detailed training programs, propose specific 
training strategy with the intentions for the specific requirements of industry or job, through those 
effective training, reaching the goal of achieving the industry requirement successfully. Take training the 
innovation and planning talents for example, we should strengthen innovation training covered 
co-ordination, organization and management, developing their overall innovation capacity. For design 
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talents (surface modelers) who should be trained to strengthen their computer software applications and 
hands-on related abilities. 
2) Different levels of professional training courses in personnel system reform 
Because of different industries and positions that related to the design professional quality, professional 
skill requirements would be different as well as basic training curriculum. Though the optimization and 
restructuring of all the professional courses, we will improve existing embarrassing situation of 
curriculum, "hodgepodge" - but many are not perfect. Then make use of existing teaching resources and 
platforms, and propose optimized and effective courses based on the multi-level training program, 
achieving the target of training students with effective capacity, such as training entrepreneurial talent, 
which curriculum may focus on market experience, the product method, and process management, 
production technology. For exterior styling talent training that should focus on elements of fashion, shape 
design, new materials and processes, color design, graphics, renderings and other curriculum expression.  
 
Figure 2 Multi-level diagram of Strategy Training 
For the direction of professional technical talents they are trained on skills-based training curriculum, 
computer-aided industrial design, computer-aided manufacturing, model making, design expression, etc. 
3) Multi-level and innovative practice reform 
For multi-level innovation and personnel training, innovation and practice session is particularly 
important. We will take the action to do the teaching reform using these forms of professional curriculum 
design, professional competitions, internships and so on. Moreover, based on the general levels training 
talent requirements, it is essential to work out the innovative practice such as entrepreneurial talent, focus 
on business planning, resource integration and market operation ability.  develop innovative practice 
throughout the program is intended to be an actual business plan, by which develop the full combat 
capability of our students entrepreneurial, For example, my school bridge engineering students get 
through the country like real business, "Challenge Cup" Business Plan Award, which is the practical 
aspects of entrepreneurial talent to develop one of the success stories; talent for design planning, good 
communication skills and social relations skills, good language organization and design innovation and 
practical ability.  
4) Multi-level innovative environment and platform establishment 
It is asked to make full use of Chongqing local economic development situation and local resources 
and establish training model that have a interactive connection with local enterprises, and on this basis, 
establish gradually a national business-related interactive training mode, providing reliable and long-term 
platform for multi-level talents. Currently our school has been gradually established the cooperation with 
Ford, Loncin, Yuxin and other school-enterprise, also we have successful cooperation and communication 
with the design companies like Shenzhen Rong. By these teaching models connecting with social 
practices, every year plenty of students had been sent to these cooperation units with the study tour and 
internship. Base on the student's strengths and employment intentions, some students do the appearance 
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design work, while others engaged in the practice surface modelers work; these above all provide a real 
practical platform for multi-level training talent. 
5. Conclusion 
Higher education training model should be based on market and society with constant adjustment and 
improvement. Industrial design multi-level training model is such the development trend that response to 
the market actively for design professionals in different levels of demand. Under the spirit of the "national 
long-term reform and development plan for", the country's future talent needs for innovative applications 
will surge, and the industrial design, one of the important professions that adjust to the market change 
with multi-level training plan and model, need to bear historical mission. Meanwhile we should also 
realize that a reasonable and effective multi-level training model needs constant research and practice, 
especially in the marketsegment. To conclude, the concrete content of the reform mentioned in this essay 
will be revealed in the new educational training plan. As for the strategies to provide talents covering 
diverse gradations there are tests and perfection required yet. Also, the content of this essay has stated 
demands certain criticism for further completion. 
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